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1. Introduction.
Time x Space is a BEP-20 token on the Binance smart chain.
The max supply is 1 Quadrillion Tokens.
(1,000,000,000,000,000)
We are designed with helping the advancement of sciences in
mind.
We have a charity wallet from which we will donate to many
different areas.
It is a token that gives you reflections from every transaction.
At the launch there was a big percentage of tokens that have
been burnt.
Audited twice and KYC held.
Honest and integral development team.

2. Tokenomics.
We value the safety of our investors funds above everything else. That's why
we took the steps to ensure Time x Space is 100% safe and technically
unruggable. Initial liquidity is locked for 120 days using Pinksale lock, after
that period of time we are going to extend the locking period. For the autoadded liquidity by our smart contract, we burn the LP Tokens regularly, so
that it's technically impossible to remove liquidity at any time.
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2% of every transaction is sent towards the science & medical domains, to
enhance and fulfill their work for a healthy and high-tech world.
2% of every transaction contributes towards back to holders.
2% of every transaction is used for developing the ecosystem of Time x Space.
2% of each transaction goes directly to the liquidity pool. To allow trading &
to help build a higher, steadier price floor for all holders.
2% of every transaction is used for marketing and outreach to grow and
prosper for the long term benefit of our holders and community.

3. Token Distribution.
27.75% Presale

49.939% Initial Burn

22% Liquidity

4. Utility.
Everybody knows about Time and Space. Now we will take this knowledge to
a whole new level: Crypto Level.
Well, we couldn't just go to the moon without helping the world. That is why,
Time x Space will gather and donate towards the Sciences, to enhance and
fulfill their work, for a healthy and high-tech world.

Health Science
During these tough days, this area is one of the most important. Giving the
fact, the need of resources is critical, we thought of prioritizing the donation
threads towards it.

Formal Science
We are talking about Logic, Mathematics, Statistics, Theoretical Computer
Science and so on. They definitely need our help to solve our hardest
problems.

4. Utility cont.
Physical Science
We know the Time is relative and Space so vast, but we need to make sure
our people research and gather every single bit of information.

Life Science
This may be our purpose in life: to live longer and find everything we need to
survive. These branches: Biochemistry, Microbiology, Botany, Zoology and
Ecology, need a little help from us.

5.Contract Address.
0x8B298C5FBF0A8D4Cd65ae524c8792B8cdFD9fBE9
WARNING - Please use this contract address ONLY to directly buy tokens
from Pancake Swap. DO NOT SEND TOKENS TO THIS ADDRESS.

6. Wallet Addresses.
The team is fully transparent please find the wallet addresses below.
Marketing - 0x36EB6f4C19Fc6269dC2F40483B1a59d7dCb58806
Charity - 0xbFF66f66EF6EcF458cf8d10211aF9b1Fe10Cd039
Development - 0x10fE1Ed65e8E1C5C61030afcD43748920d3Ee753

7. Audit & KYC.
We have had 2 audits completed - an InterFi Audit and an Audits.finance audit.
We have had KYC completed with Audits.finance and Pinksale.finance

8. Roadmap.
Phase 1
Presale on Pinksale.Finance.
KYC badge from Pinsale.Finance.
InterFi contract audit.
Audits.finance audit / KYC.
Initial marketing.
Time x Space fairlaunch on Pancake Swap.
Apply for CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko Listings.
Time x Space swap.
First round of donations.

Phase 2
Partnerships rollout.
Further development of the ecosystem.
Get logo and price on Trust Wallet, Poocoin and Pancake Swap.

Phase 3
NFT Marketplace.
Minting NFT's.

Phase 4
Join the Metaverse.
Crypto game - play to earn.
More coming soon.

9. Team.
Andrew - CEO & Founder
Abigail - Co Founder
Jerry - Co Founder
Gromax - Marketing

10. Summary
Why choose us
Time x Space main focus is on growing as a solid project and becoming a
big name in the crypto space. Our vision is to create a high and steady price
floor for our holders and to help the Science in need. Our goal is also
Science Charity. Even if we all want to go to the Moon and Space, first we
need to take care of the things and problems happening on Earth.
The Time x Space team is thanking you, for taking the time to read this
whitepaper and appreciates your presence in the community.
End

11. Disclaimers
We will never DM/PM first
We will never private message you first. There are a lot of scams so be
vigilant in this financial environment, Time x Space are not liable for any
discussions you had with a potential fake account, that might
impersonate one of the directors.
Please ensure you have done your own research and you're talking with
whom you intend. ( Do not get scammed)
We NEVER PM first.
Its up to you, as a potential investor to message us first.

Roadmap is suggestive, in reality we might
encounter difficulties implementing it
Roadmap represented is most of our ideas, plans and strategies in this
whitepaper. It is only suggestive, we may encounter difficulties along the
way.
Therefore all alterations of it will be announced beforehand, so our
investors will not be surprised.

